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Catalogue entry Summary The sitter is painted as if behind an oval window opening, on an octagonal oak
panel. He is thought, from comparison with other documented likenesses, to be Philip Herbert, Earl of
Montgomery , later 4th Earl of Pembroke. The same distinctive sandy hair, long irregular nose, hooded eyes
beneath light eyebrows and bulging forehead can be seen in the full-length image of the Earl in the robes of
the Order of the Garter of c. Later, during the s, the Earl was also to be a significant patron of Sir Anthony van
Dyck from whom he commissioned the immense ten-figure Pembroke family group portrait which now fills
one end wall of the celebrated Double Cube Room at the seat of the Earls of Pembroke, Wilton House near
Salisbury. It shows a dark-haired man in a similar false oval on an octagonal panel, against the same blue
background and wearing almost identical imitation classical dress. Both brothers were high-level members of
the Jacobean court, and are known to have participated in court masques. These costly and elite entertainments
combined music, dance and drama with elaborate fantasy costumes and sets. Indeed the attire seen in these
two portraits could have been worn for a masque. Painting in Tudor and Jacobean England , Tate exhibition
catalogue , cat. In it the prince wears a red mantle across his shoulders comparable to the orange-red one seen
in the present work. He became the favoured artist of Anne of Denmark , wife of James I and mother of
Henry, Prince of Wales, until about when he was superseded by younger artists such as Paul van Somer c. His
last known works date from We would like to hear from you. Read more Display caption This octagonal
painting is one of a pair of portraits the companion portrait is now at Stanford University, California. It may
show the aristocrat Philip Herbert. The head is set within a painted oval similar to contemporary oval portrait
miniatures by Isaac Oliver, which show elite court figures in versions of classical dress. Gallery label, May
Does this text contain inaccurate information or language that you feel we should improve or change? Strong,
The English Icon, , p. The attribution to Gheeraedts was first made by Sir Oliver Millar when the painting
appeared on the art market in as a putative portrait of Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, an identification that
cannot be sustained on comparison with known portraits of Somerset. On grounds of likeness it can now be
argued that the sitter is Philip Herbert, Earl of Montgomery and 4th Earl of Pembroke â€” , whose passion for
hunting endeared him to James I, as did his craggy good looks, whose salient features an unfriendly Oxford
lampoonist described graphically in Many authenticated portraits of the 4th Earl exist, among which this
would be the earliest. Conveniently, all show the head from the same angle, and the distinctive tawny
colouring, long bumpy nose, hooded eyes under light, arched eyebrows and bulging forehead are discernible
in all. Neville; Strong , p. The most compelling similarity, however, is with the three-quarter length of c. It
shows a dark-haired man in a similar false oval on an octagonal panel , against the same blue background and
wearing identical dress, but facing the other way. Comparisons of likeness are less straightforward, as there
are fewer portraits of William, and those that are known show him bearded and after he had become heavy in
middle age. It is clear however that, unlike his brother, he was dark, and the structure of the face and
characteristic hairline correspond well with that in the earliest known portrait of him by Paul van Somer,
signed and dated , in the Royal Collection O. He is always shown wearing an annulet in his ear, as is the man
in the Stanford picture. Annulets, like the fleurs-de-lys embroidered on the tunics of both men in these two
ovals, are part of the Montgomery coat-of-arms. Significantly, a not dissimilar medallion portrait of Lord
Herbert of Cherbury at Charlcote Park, datable to c. These heraldic elements are found today only on the arms
of the Montgomeries of Scotland e. Only a few of the participants are known by name, but among them was
the Earl of Montgomery, who acquitted himself so well as a defendant, that he was adjudged a prize. It is
likely that William, assiduous courtier that he was, also participated in this glittering state occasion, and that
these portraits could be a memento of it. Although very different in character, both Herbert brothers shone at
court , in the tiltyard and at masques. Lever, The Herberts of Wilton, , pp. Their appearance in identical
costumes on some occasion would not, therefore, seem out of character. He is shown wearing conventional
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armour, with a red cloak tied on his shoulder in a very similar manner as here. It is not inconceivable, though
at present unprovable, that some chivalric notion connected this small group of nobles, and that in the late
seventeenth century, especially as the Herberts and Cotterell-Dormers were distantly related by that time,
these paintings formed part of a set of portraits or a decorative scheme of some sort.
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His eldest surviving son, Philip (), became 5th Earl of Pembroke, and 2nd Earl of Montgomery; he was twice married,
and was succeeded in turn by three of his sons, of whom Thomas, the 8th Earl (c. ), was a person of note during the
reigns of William III and Anne.

In his title changed from Earle of Pembroke to Lord Chamberlaine. His two titles can be seen in the Folio
dedication. To an informed Freemason he is honored because he was one of the early Grand Masters of
Freemasonry We know this from letters that are passed between Francis Bacon and Professor Gabriel Harvey
that the Craft degrees were in being in The Earle was nearly twenty- one years of age when he suceeded to the
Earldom in He had a literary mind and many works were dedicated to him. In he was the Lord Chamberlain
and "exercised supreme authority in theatrical affairs. It is very plausible that William Herbert was also the
mysterious MR. A begetter means someone who occasions or originates and in this instance the dedication
implies that MR. It was quite natural that Bacon would give honor to his friend by dedicating his book of
sonnets to him. Edward Johnson claims that sonnets 1 thru 17 were all addressed to William Herbert. Dodd
however disagreed with this and wrote, "the identity of "Mr. It was used in speech as cover to denote Francis
Bacon. It stood for "Mr. Today, within the Wilton estate , visitors can find a Shakespeare statue close up of
scroll and a bust of Francis Bacon. Anecdote "When Queen Victoria was staying at Wilton House, the Earl of
Pembroke told her that in the muniment room was a document which formed written evidence that in
Elizabeth I married the Earl of Leicester. The marriage was performed in secret oath of absolute secrecy. At
the time of that marriage the Queen was pregnant by Lord Leicester. They also told the Queen that if this was
confirmed by her marriage to Leicester, France and Spain would jointly invade England, to remove the
Protestant Queen and replace her by a Catholic monarch. Queen Victoria demanded that this document should
be produced, and, after she had examined it, she put it on the fire, saying, "one must not interfere with history.
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Philip Herbert, 4th Earl of Pembroke and 1st Earl of Montgomery, KG (10 October - 23 January ) was an English
courtier, nobleman, and politician active during the reigns of James I and Charles I.

In , at age 9, Philip was sent to study at New College, Oxford , but left after a few months. In May , James
made Philip a gentleman of the privy chamber ; he made him a Knight of the Bath in July of the same year.
James continued bestowing favours throughout , first making Philip a gentleman of the bedchamber and then
creating him Baron Herbert of Shurland and Earl of Montgomery. In addition to hunting and hawking, during
this period Montgomery regularly participated in tournaments and court masques. In , James made him a
Knight of the Garter ; and had him appointed high steward of Oxford in When Montgomery had a prominent
quarrel with Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton , following a game of tennis between the two in ,
James stepped in to effect a reconciliation. Montgomery had a second violent quarrel, this time with Lord
Howard de Walden , in He was to become notorious for violent assaults, usually unprovoked. Montgomery
took a keen interest in English colonial ventures, which were just taking off at this time, and was involved
with several joint stock companies: Montgomery became keeper of the Palace of Westminster and St. He was
made Lord Lieutenant of Buckinghamshire in Montgomery continued to be interested in colonial ventures
under Charles I. He was an incorporator of the Guiana Company in In , he received a grant of the islands of
Trinidad , Tobago and Barbados. Throughout the s, Pembroke entertained Charles I at Wilton House for a
hunting expedition every year. Charles encouraged Pembroke to rebuild Wilton House in the Palladian style,
recommending Inigo Jones for the job Salomon de Caus performed the work when Jones proved to be
unavailable, while his brother, Isaac de Caus , designed a variety of formal and informal gardens for the
property. Philip Herbert, 4th Earl of Pembroke, with his Family, painted ca. Patron of culture[ edit ] Pembroke
was a great fan of painting and a member of the Whitehall group. He amassed a large art collection and was
patron of Anthony van Dyck. This love of painting was shared with Charles I: Pembroke also promoted the
artistic career of his page, Richard Gibson , who became a successful portrait miniaturist. Pembroke was also
an active patron of literature, receiving the dedication of over forty books during his lifetime, beginning with
the dedication of the English edition of Amadis de Gaula in Break with Charles I, â€”[ edit ] A engraving of
Pembroke by Wenceslas Hollar after a painting of Anthony van Dyck Although Pembroke and Charles bonded
over their shared interest in art and architecture, they did not see eye to eye on the question of religion.
Pembroke was inclined to favour "godly Protestantism" and was sympathetic to Puritanism. The king,
however, ordered Pembroke to return to London to begin raising funds for further war with the Scots. In ,
Pembroke voted in favour of the bill of attainder against Thomas Wentworth, 1st Earl of Strafford. During this
period, Charles became especially angry when Pembroke gave encouraging words to an anti-Strafford crowd.
The pretext came when Pembroke had yet another of his violent altercations, this time striking Henry Howard,
Lord Maltravers with a cane during a committee meeting of the House of Lords. However, Pembroke was
always one of the most moderate parliamentarians. Parliament regularly employed Pembroke and the Earl of
Holland during its negotiations with Charles. Initially, Pembroke maintained contacts with Edward Hyde and
professed continued loyalty to Charles. However, he became one of five peers to sit on the English Committee
of Safety , established in July , and in August accepted the office of Governor of the Isle of Wight from
Parliament. In , Parliament named Pembroke Lord Lieutenant of Somerset and voted to raise him to the status
of duke. Pembroke represented Parliament during the negotiations with the king at Oxford in January , and
was present during the Treaty of Uxbridge in As a supporter of the godly cause, Pembroke was appointed to
the Westminster Assembly in as a lay assessor. Pembroke supported the moderate episcopalian faction in the
Assembly most associated with James Ussher , Archbishop of Armagh , and remained fiercely opposed to the
presbyterian and Independent parties in the Assembly. As such, in the House of Lords, Pembroke voted in
favour of the bill of attainder against Archbishop Laud in , but in voted to reject a petition in favour of
presbyterianism submitted by the City of London. During the politics of the s, Pembroke was initially
associated with the group of lords headed by William Fiennes, 1st Viscount Saye and Sele and Algernon
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Percy, 10th Earl of Northumberland , which supported the Self-denying Ordinance and the creation of the
New Model Army in By mid, however, Pembroke was distancing himself from this group and became one of
the most outspoken opponents of the New Model Army, favouring its immediate disbandment. Following
anti-New Model Army riots in London in July , Pembroke refused to join the Saye-Northumberland group,
who left the capital and joined the army at this time. Pembroke, who was at the time allied with Saye,
nominated Saye to replace him as high steward when he left the post to take up the chancellorship. When
royalist forces took Oxford, they removed Pembroke, installing the marquess of Hertford in his place, but,
after Parliament took Oxford, it had Pembroke re-installed as chancellor in and ordered him to reform the
university. The visitors of the university began this work under the direction of a committee of both houses
chaired by Pembroke. They ordered all university officers to take the Solemn League and Covenant , and
when the heads of houses complained, Pembroke summoned them to the committee and berated them. In
February , he installed a new vice-chancellor and replaced many of the heads of houses, and then, in March,
Parliament ordered him to take up his office in person, so he travelled to Oxford and presided over the
Convocation , thus putting an end to resistance to the reforms. However, Pembroke, although a patron of
literature, was far from a man of letters himself and thus became the subject of bitter satires written by
royalists during this period. Role in the crisis of â€”49[ edit ] Pembroke believed that the king was crucial to
any settlement of hostilities between king and Parliament, and he was thus vehemently opposed to the Vote of
No Addresses in â€”48, refusing to leave Wilton House where he was attending to rebuilding in the wake of a
fire to attend the debate in the House of Lords. In July , Pembroke voted that James Hamilton, 1st Duke of
Hamilton , should be declared a traitor for leading Scottish forces into England and also sought to have
royalists who aided Hamilton declared traitors. In July , Pembroke again attended negotiations with the king,
this time pursuant to the Treaty of Newport. In the wake of the purge, Pembroke and several of the other
parliamentary commissioners negotiating at Newport sent a deputation to Thomas Fairfax , assuring him that
they continued to support the army. However, they continued to seek a deal with the king. Thus, in late
December , Pembroke joined a deputation led by Basil Feilding, 2nd Earl of Denbigh , asking the Army
Council to accept a deal whereby Charles would lose his negative voice and agree to not attempt to restore
episcopal lands which had been alienated by Parliament. Pembroke appointed Bulstrode Whitelocke as his
deputy. Pembroke refused to participate, however, though he agreed not to speak out against executing the
king. Death[ edit ] In May , Pembroke fell ill and spent the rest of bedridden. He died in his chambers in
Whitehall, Westminster on 23 January
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Philip and his older brother William were the pair of brethren to whom the First Folio of Shakespeares
collected works was dedicated in In the year-old Philip made his first appearance at court, in May , James
made Philip a gentleman of the privy chamber, he made him a Knight of the Bath in July of the same year. In ,
with James Is enthusiastic urging, Philip married Susan de Vere, daughter of Edward de Vere, James
continued bestowing favours throughout , first making Philip a gentleman of the bedchamber and then creating
him Baron Herbert of Shurland and Earl of Montgomery. In addition, James had Montgomery created MA
during a visit of Oxford, in addition to hunting and hawking, during this period Montgomery regularly
participated in tournaments and court masques. When Montgomery had a prominent quarrel with Henry
Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton, Montgomery had a second violent quarrel, this time with Lord Howard
de Walden, in He was to become notorious for violent assaults, usually unprovoked, following Charles Is
accession to the throne in , Montgomery continued to receive royal favour. He was made Lord Lieutenant of
Buckinghamshire in , Montgomery continued to be interested in colonial ventures under Charles I. He was an
incorporator of the Guiana Company in , in , he received a grant of the islands of Trinidad, Tobago and
Barbados. He was quickly appointed to his brothers former positions of high steward of the Duchy of
Cornwall, Pembroke maintained a large of household of 80 at his home in London, and an even larger staff of
over at Wilton House, his familys ancestral seat in Wiltshire. Throughout the s, Pembroke entertained Charles
I at Wilton House for a hunting expedition every year, Charles encouraged Pembroke to rebuild Wilton House
in the Palladian style, recommending Inigo Jones for the job. Pembroke was a fan of painting and a member of
the Whitehall group. He amassed an art collection and was patron of Anthony van Dyck. Pembroke also
promoted the career of his page, Richard Gibson. Pembroke was also a patron of literature, receiving the
dedication of over forty books during his lifetime 2. It is bordered by England to the east, the Irish Sea to the
north and west, and it had a population in of 3,, and has a total area of 20, km2. Wales has over 1, miles of
coastline and is mountainous, with its higher peaks in the north and central areas, including Snowdon. The
country lies within the temperate zone and has a changeable. The whole of Wales was annexed by England
and incorporated within the English legal system under the Laws in Wales Acts â€”, distinctive Welsh politics
developed in the 19th century. Welsh Liberalism, exemplified in the early 20th century by Lloyd George, was
displaced by the growth of socialism, Welsh national feeling grew over the century, Plaid Cymru was formed
in and the Welsh Language Society in Established under the Government of Wales Act , the National
Assembly for Wales holds responsibility for a range of devolved policy matters, two-thirds of the population
live in south Wales, mainly in and around Cardiff, Swansea and Newport, and in the nearby valleys. Now that
the countrys traditional extractive and heavy industries have gone or are in decline, Wales economy depends
on the sector, light and service industries. From the late 19th century onwards, Wales acquired its popular
image as the land of song, Rugby union is seen as a symbol of Welsh identity and an expression of national
consciousness. The modern Welsh name for themselves is Cymry, and Cymru is the Welsh name for Wales
and these words are descended from the Brythonic word combrogi, meaning fellow-countrymen. The use of
the word Cymry as a self-designation derives from the location in the post-Roman Era of the Welsh people in
modern Wales as well as in northern England and southern Scotland. It emphasised that the Welsh in modern
Wales and in the Hen Ogledd were one people, in particular, the term was not applied to the Cornish or the
Breton peoples, who are of similar heritage, culture, and language to the Welsh. The word came into use as a
self-description probably before the 7th century and it is attested in a praise poem to Cadwallon ap Cadfan c.
Thereafter Cymry prevailed as a reference to the Welsh, until c. The Latinised forms of names, Cambrian,
Cambric and Cambria, survive as lesser-used alternative names for Wales, Welsh 3. As a result, William was
condemned to imprisonment in the Tower of London. In June Seymour escaped from the Tower, planning to
meet up with Arbella and they were to flee to the Continent, but bad weather and other circumstances
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prevented their meeting, and Arbella was recaptured and placed back in the Tower. William however managed
to reach safety abroad at Ostend, but was never reunited with Arbella who remained in the Tower until her
death in During the Long Parliament Hertford eventually parted company with the radical opponents of the
King. He thus became the 2nd Duke of Somerset, William Seymour married twice, Firstly and secretly, on 22
June , to his cousin Lady Arbella Stuart, who was then fourth in line to the succession of their cousin, King
James I. Robert Seymour, who predeceased his father, john Seymour, 4th Duke of Somerset, heir to his
nephew in the dukedom in , who had married Sarah Alston in but left no issue. The first edition of text is
available as an article on Wikisource, Seymour 4. The title is Anglo-Saxon in origin, akin to the Scandinavian
form jarl, in Scandinavia, it became obsolete in the Middle Ages and was replaced by duke. In later medieval
Britain, it became the equivalent of the continental count, however, earlier in Scandinavia, jarl could also
mean a sovereign prince. In modern Britain, an earl is a member of the peerage, ranking below a marquess, a
feminine form of earl never developed, instead, countess is used. The term earl has been compared to the name
of the Heruli, proto-Norse eril, or the later Old Norse jarl, came to signify the rank of a leader. The
Norman-derived equivalent count was not introduced following the Norman conquest of England though
countess was and is used for the female title. In the other languages of Britain and Ireland, the term is
translated as, Welsh iarll, Irish and Scottish Gaelic iarla, Scots yarl or yerl, Cornish yurl. An earl has the title
Earl of when the title originates from a placename, in either case, he is referred to as Lord, and his wife as
Lady. A countess who holds an earldom in her own right also uses Lady, younger sons are styled The
Honourable, and daughters, The Lady. In the peerage of Scotland, when there are no courtesy titles involved,
the heir to an earldom, and indeed any level of peerage, is styled Master of, and successive sons as younger of.
In Anglo-Saxon England, earls had authority over their own regions and right of judgment in provincial courts
and they collected fines and taxes and in return received a third penny, one-third of the money they collected.
In wartime they led the kings armies, some shires were grouped together into larger units known as earldoms,
headed by an ealdorman or earl. Though the title of Earl was nominally equal to the duke, unlike them. After
the Norman Conquest, William the Conqueror tried to rule England using the traditional system, shires
became the largest secular subdivision in England and earldoms disappeared. The Normans did create new
earls like those of Herefordshire, Shropshire and their power and regional jurisdiction was limited to that of
the Norman counts. There was no longer any administrative layer larger than the shire, Earls no longer aided
in tax collection or made decisions in country courts and their numbers were small 5. Over the centuries, the
English Parliament progressively limited the power of the English monarchy which arguably culminated in the
English Civil War, the Act of Union merged the English Parliament with the Parliament of Scotland to form
the Parliament of Great Britain. When the Parliament of Ireland was abolished in , its members were merged
into what was now called the Parliament of the United Kingdom. Under a monarchical system of government,
monarchs usually must consult, early kings of England had no standing army or police, and so depended on
the support of powerful subjects. The monarchy had agents in every part of the country, however, under the
feudal system that evolved in England following the Norman Conquest of , the laws of the Crown could not
have been upheld without the support of the nobility and the clergy. The former had economic and military
bases of their own through major ownership of land. The Church was virtually a law unto itself in this period
as it had its own system of law courts. In order to seek consultation and consent from the nobility and the
clergy on major decisions. A typical Great Council would consist of archbishops, bishops, abbots, barons and
earls, when this system of consultation and consent broke down, it often became impossible for government to
function effectively. Becket, who served as Archbishop of Canterbury between and , was murdered following
a long running dispute with Henry II over the jurisdiction of the Church. John, who was king from to , aroused
such hostility from many leading noblemen that they forced him to agree to Magna Carta in , johns refusal to
adhere to this charter led to civil war. The Great Council evolved into the Parliament of England, the term
itself came into use during the early 13th century, deriving from the Latin and French words for discussion
and speaking. The word first appears in documents in the s. As a result of the work by historians G.
Richardson, during the 13th and 14th centuries, the kings began to call Knights of the Shire to meet when the
monarch saw it as necessary. A notable example of this was in when sheriffs of counties were instructed to
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send Knights of the Shire to parliament to advise the king on finance, initially, parliaments were mostly
summoned when the king needed to raise money through taxes. Following the Magna Carta this became a
convention and this was due in no small part to the fact that King John died in and was succeeded by his
young son Henry III. Leading peers and clergy governed on Henrys behalf until he came of age, among other
things, they made sure that Magna Carta would be reaffirmed by the young king 6. Dictionary of National
Biography â€” The Dictionary of National Biography is a standard work of reference on notable figures from
British history, published from The updated Oxford Dictionary of National Biography was published on 23
September in 60 volumes and he approached Leslie Stephen, then editor of the Cornhill Magazine, owned by
Smith, to become editor. Stephen persuaded Smith that the work should focus on subjects from the UK and its
present, an early working title was the Biographia Britannica, the name of an earlier eighteenth-century
reference work. The first volume of the Dictionary of National Biography appeared on 1 January , in May
Leslie Stephen resigned and Sidney Lee, Stephens assistant editor from the beginning of the project,
succeeded him as editor. While much of the dictionary was written in-house, the DNB also relied on external
contributors, by , more than individuals had contributed to the work. Successive volumes appeared quarterly
with complete punctuality until midsummer , when the series closed with volume 63, the year of publication,
the editor and the range of names in each volume is given below. The supplements brought the work up to the
death of Queen Victoria on 22 January The supplements published between and added about 6, lives of
people who died in the century to the 29, in the 63 volumes of the original DNB. In a volume containing
missing biographies was published and this had an additional 1, lives, selected from over , suggestions.
Consequently, the dictionary was becoming less and less useful as a reference work, in , the University of
London published a volume of corrections, cumulated from the Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research.
There were various versions of the Concise Dictionary of National Biography, the last edition, in three
volumes, covered everyone who died before In the early s Oxford University Press committed itself to
overhauling the DNB, the new dictionary would cover British history, broadly defined, up to 31 December
The research project was conceived as a one, with in-house staff co-ordinating the work of nearly 10,
contributors internationally. Following Matthews death in October , he was succeeded as editor by another
Oxford historian, Professor Brian Harrison, in January In subsequent years, the print edition has been able to
be obtained new for a lower price. At publication, the edition had 50, biographical articles covering 54, lives, a
small permanent staff remain in Oxford to update and extend the coverage of the online edition 7. The title,
which is associated with Pembroke, Pembrokeshire in West Wales, has been recreated ten times from its
original inception, with each creation beginning with a new first Earl, the original seat of Pembroke Castle is
no longer attached to the title. The current holder of the earldom is William Herbert, 18th Earl of Pembroke,
for the past years, his familys seat has been Wilton House, Wiltshire. Since , the Earls of Pembroke have also
held the title Earl of Montgomery and this was created for the younger son of Henry Herbert, 2nd Earl of
Pembroke before he succeeded as the 4th Earl in The title of Earl of Pembroke has been held successively by
several English families, in the Battle of Lincoln, the Earl fought on the side of King Stephen. After the kings
however, he joined the party of the Empress Matilda. Later he became reconciled to Stephen when he
recovered his throne, the earl married Henry Is mistress, Isabel, daughter of Robert de Beaumont, Earl of
Leicester. That being said, Arnulf de Montgomery was likely created Earl of Pembroke by William Rufus,
Arnulf himself was rewarded by the king with lordship of Pembroke upon his familys construction of
Pembroke Castle in the late 11th century. His opposition to the claims of the French House of Anjou alienated
him from the affections of Henry II of England, as a result, on his fathers death in , it seems likely that the
king refused to recognise Richards claims to the earldom of Pembroke. His claim to the lordship of Striguil
does not seem to have been challenged. Being effectively disinherited by the king and with mounting debts,
Richard welcomed the opportunity to restore his fortunes that presented itself in , in that year, he was chosen
to lead a Norman expedition to Ireland in support of Diarmait Mac Murchada, the deposed King of Leinster.
Henry II, wary of his power, stripped Strongbow of his new holdings the same year and invaded Ireland
himself in , Strongbow returned to favour and power in Ireland, in when he aided the King in his campaign
against his rebelling sons. He died in after years of struggle with Irish magnates. Strongbow died with male
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issue - Gilbert, however, Gilbert, being a minor, was not formally invested with either the earldom of
Pembroke or of Striguil. It is unlikely that his father could have passed on title to Pembroke as he himself did
not possess it, when Gilbert died in , his sister Isabel de Clare became Countess of Pembroke in her own right
until her death in In this way, she could be said to be the first successor to the earldom of Pembroke since her
grandfather Gilbert, by this reckoning, Isabel ought to be called the second countess, not the fourth countess of
Pembroke. In any event, the title Earl was re-created for her husband as her consort, the famous Sir William
Marshal, son of John the Marshal, by Sibylle, the sister of Patrick, Earl of Salisbury 8.
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The trial of Thomas Paine: for certain false, wicked, scandalous and seditious libels inserted in the second part of the
Rights of man, before the Right Hon. Lord Kenyon and a special jury at Guildhall on Tuesday, the 18th December, /
taken in short hand by an eminent advocate.

He was also to some extent in the confidence of Philip II of Spain. The Earl retained his place at court under
Elizabeth until , when he was suspected of favouring the projected marriage between Mary, Queen of Scots ,
and the Duke of Norfolk. Among the monastic lands granted to Herbert was the estate of Wilton, near
Salisbury, still the residence of the Earls of Pembroke. He married in Mary Sidney , the famous Countess of
Pembroke c. Sir Philip Sidney to whom she was deeply attached through life, was her eldest brother. Sir Philip
Sidney spent the summer of with her at Wilton , or at Ivychurch, a favourite retreat of hers in the
neighbourhood. The two also worked at a metrical edition of the Psalms. She also took under her patronage
the poets who had looked to her brother for protection. In Queen Elizabeth was her guest at Wilton, and the
Countess composed for the occasion a pastoral dialogue in praise of Astraea. William Herbert, 3rd Earl of
Pembroke â€” , eldest son of the 2nd Earl and his famous countess, was a conspicuous figure in the society of
his time and at the court of James I. Several times he found himself opposed to the schemes of the Duke of
Buckingham , and he was keenly interested in the colonization of America. He was Lord Chamberlain of the
royal household from to and Lord Steward from to By some Shakespearian commentators Pembroke has been
identified with the "Mr W. In both cases the identification rests on very questionable evidence. Clarendon
gives a very eulogistic account of Pembroke, who appears, however, to have been a man of weak character
and dissolute life. Gardiner describes him as the Hamlet of the English court. He had literary tastes and wrote
poems; one of his closest friends was the poet Donne , and he was generous to Ben Jonson , Massinger and
others. He worked to bring about peace between the King and the Scots in and , but when in the latter year the
quarrel between Charles and the English parliament was renewed, he deserted the King who soon deprived
him of his office of chamberlain. Trusted by the popular party, Pembroke was made governor of the Isle of
Wight, and he was one of the representatives of the parliament on several occasions, notably during the
negotiations at Uxbridge in and at Newport in , and when the Scots surrendered Charles in From to , and
again from to , he was chancellor of the university of Oxford; in he removed some of the heads of houses from
their positions because they would not take the Solemn League and Covenant , and his foul language led to the
remark that he was more fitted "by his eloquence in swearing to preside over Bedlam than a learned academy".
In , although a peer, he was elected and took his seat in the House of Commons as member for Berkshire, this
"ascent downwards" calling forth many satirical writings from the royalist wits. The Earl was a great collector
of pictures and had some taste for architecture. From to he was first Lord of the Admiralty ; then he served as
Lord Privy Seal until , being in the first plenipotentiary of Great Britain at the congress of Ryswick. The title
descended directly to Henry, 10th Earl â€” , a soldier, who wrote "The Method of Breaking Horses" ; George
Augustus, 11th Earl â€” , an ambassador extraordinary to Vienna in He was succeeded by his eldest son
Sidney , 16th earl, who spent time in the service of the Duchy of Kent and served as trustee of the National
Gallery. His son Henry Herbert, 17th Earl of Pembroke , who was often known simply as Henry Herbert,
succeeded to the titles in ; he had a significant career as a documentarian and film director. As of [update] , the
current earl is William Herbert, 18th Earl of Pembroke , who became earl of Pembroke and 15th of
Montgomery on the death of his father in Line of succession[ edit ] As of [update] , the line of succession
from the 18th earl is: Pembroke, Kentucky , was not named for any of the earls of Pembroke as is sometimes
claimed [8] but for the character of Pembroke Somerset who appeared in the popular novel Thaddeus of
Warsaw , which described the s uprisings in Poland. There is an all-male dorm on the campus of Belmont
University in Nashville, Tennessee , Pembroke Hall, that is named after this city, as an original Trustee of the
building was from the city. Notes[ edit ] The seventh Earl was twice involved in trials for murder:
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He is such a find I am tempted to pop him in a cave and keep him for my younger daughter. And - guess what?
The Earl is only 27 and is in urgent need of a wife. Let the stampede commence I dimly noted that it belonged
to the Earl of Pembroke, so I was intrigued to learn that the Earl of Pembroke was better known as the film
director Henry Herbert, who directed Koo Stark in the notorious soft porn film Emily, which put paid to her
chances with the Duke of York. I was a little surprised to get an email back signed Will, and from the email
address skitobefree. I should have remembered that of course earls die like everyone else, and Debretts
confirmed that the 17th Earl died in October and was duly succeeded by his son William. Unfortunately, I
knew nothing whatsoever about this new earl - even the internet and cuttings library drew a blank - so I asked
him to email me a list of his interests. I read it with a sinking heart - skiing, snowboarding, scuba diving,
paragliding and fast cars. However, there was something else in his email that really made me sit up. He
requested that his sister should take the photographs for the article and that he should have a stylist. Now sister
as photographer is a reasonable request - especially as his sister, Katinka Herbert, is quite a well-known
photographer - but a stylist! Pop stars have stylists; actors, television presenters, people who rely on their
looks for their career have stylists though they usually bring their own , but for an unknown to demand one is
truly unprecedented. But anyway, we agreed to the stylist, to make up for saying no to the sister we wanted
Harry Borden , but then the next day he emailed again demanding copy approval. I decided he must be the
vainest, most up-himself young man I had ever encountered. Where this gorgeous vision met my eyes. The
18th Earl is tall over 6ft , thin but not weedy, and with the most beautiful blue-green eyes imaginable. And
nice with it, polite, modest, friendly, charming. He insists I call him Will - everyone does, he says. He leads
me through a maze of corridors to his sitting-room and again - wow! A shimmering gold and white room at
least 80ft long, with fabulous antique furniture and two seriously good Joshua Reynoldses on either side of the
fireplace. I have been in other stately homes - Althorp springs to mind - where the public rooms are opulent,
but the private quarters are a disappointment - but Wilton is not of that type. The room is incredibly grand, but
it also has the feel of a bachelor flat, with its clutter of car magazines, tapes, CDs, a huge flatscreen television
and dog toys all over the floor. It looks out over the lawns of Wilton, but is hidden from the public. Of course,
I should have guessed it. All his silly requests for a stylist and copy approval - which I took for
self-importance - were actually a mark of his inexperience. I mutter a silent apology for so misjudging him.
Anyway, who is he, my wonderful new find? But his parents divorced almost immediately and he grew up
spending half his time at Wilton with his father and half with his mother, who remarried and moved to a rather
grand house, Trafalgar, and then to a castle in Scotland. His father remarried and had three more daughters,
whom Will refers to as his little sisters, and clearly adores. He was educated at Bryanston and loved it, but his
talents were for art and design rather than academic subjects. All his family, he says, are creative - his father
was a film director, one of his elder sisters is a stone restorer, another a trapeze artist, and the third, Katinka, is
the photographer. From Bryanston, he went to Leeds to do a foundation course in 3-D design and finally found
his metier. So then I just really got into it and discovered I was actually pretty good at it. He found himself
sharing a seven-bedroom house with eight other students, all of whom came from Hull. In fact, all the students
at his college were northerners: It was a bit tricky that first year - I really learned to bite my tongue. But it got
easier after that and then after two years in Leeds I went to do my degree in Sheffield and I absolutely loved it.
I mean - come on! I just enjoy being with my old friends from university. I was in floods of tears, it was all a
bit much. And my dad was absolutely ecstatic. I was the first person in our family to have got a first and it
gave me this huge confidence boost, because I thought, Well, perhaps I am actually quite good at this. Conran
was impressed and took him on for a four-month trial and then a proper contract. He was there for a year and a
half, designing everything from bathroom scales to toasters, and he is very excited that some of the products
he designed will be in the shops soon. But meanwhile, his father was losing his battle with cancer and, in
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October , he died. Will Herbert, junior Conran employee, was suddenly the 18th Earl of Pembroke and owner
of Wilton, in charge of 72 full-time staff and 50 contract workers. His father had not really prepared him. He
inherited at the same age as me, or maybe a bit younger, and I think he felt it disrupted his life. He wanted to
keep me slightly away from things here. His first winter in the house was terribly lonely. His sisters and
various members of staff live nearby on the estate, but there are no live-in staff and the house is - even he
admits - rather large for one occupant. Will thinks his career as a product designer is probably over. He wishes
he could have had more time to establish himself before his father died, but he accepts that, now, Wilton
comes first. I love this part of England; I was born and bred here. I like to get friends down as much as I can,
then the house really comes to life. Five centuries of family history hang on his youthful shoulders. I think my
best option is just to stay alive! Does he feel a real pressure to get married? But my father had six daughters
and only one son! He would have dearly loved to try for a career as a racing driver, but it was impossible to
insure his life in the face of all the death duties. Hence perhaps his attraction to dangerous sports - skiing and
snowboarding and scuba diving and paragliding. Most 27 year olds barely think about death, but he has to. He
and our photographer went into a car conversation that might as well have been in Tagalog, but ended with the
Earl agreeing to drive his fave car, a Nissan Skyline, on to the lawn to have its photo taken, while I imagined
all the gardeners and groundsmen quietly weeping into their watering cans. The car is absolutely hideous:
After making Harry green with envy over his car, he then produces the same effect on me by asking if I would
like to see his Tintoretto. He says, regretfully, that he will probably have to open this room to the public, to
avoid paying death duties on the art, but luckily it adjoins the public rooms and can be reached without
invading his space. But it is another room, the playroom, that really knocks me out. It contains two major
Hockneys from the Sixties, as well as a wall of paintings by the eccentric Stephen Tennant, and a film poster
for Emily. The room is vast and beautiful, and would be a showpiece in any other house; but how badly
Wilton needs children to justify its existence. He also cherishes hopes of buying back some of the family
treasures that have been dispersed over the decades - every time he goes to a museum he seems to come across
some Pembroke portrait or artefact - most recently a Pembroke suit of armour in New York. Easton Neston, a
beautiful Northamptonshire house built by Hawksmoor circa , and never opened to the public, was the seat of
the Hesketh Fermor family for over years, until the current Lord Hesketh spent rather a lot on his passion for
motor racing. It is a reminder that these great aristocratic fortunes, however vast, can still vanish in a single
generation. It was tragic to see the whole collection being broken up and all the family portraits sold.
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With his elder brother William, third earl of Pembroke [q. He only stayed at the university three or four
months. Julians, who ultimately married another kinsman, Edward, the well-known lord Herbert of Cherbury
[q. On his first visit to court in April his forwardness caused general amazement ib. In the following year his
father offered the queen 5,l. James gave the bride land worth l. From onwards he received lavish grants of land
from James. Montgomery accompanied the king to Oxford in August , and was created M. In it was rumoured
that he was deep in debt, and that the king was compounding with his creditors Cal. In court-tournaments and
in masques he was always a prominent figure cf. The distinction which he gained when accompanying the
king in the hunting-field or in the pursuit of other outdoor sports gave new currency to the old lines: But
Montgomery was very choleric and foul-mouthed. He was made a knight of the Garter on 23 April , and high
steward of Oxford University 10 June In the latter year he also received a share in the glass monopoly; on 4
Dec. In his last illness James I recommended Montgomery to the favourable notice of his successor, Charles,
and in the first month of the new reign he was despatched to Paris as one of the embassy to conduct the
Princess Henrietta Maria to England. This was the only occasion on which he left England. Like his brother,
Montgomery interested himself in New England and other colonial settlements. Two years later he became
fourth earl of Pembroke, on the death 10 April of his brother William, the third earl [q. The third earl had also
been chancellor of Oxford University, and Philip desired to succeed to the dignity. His religious views, which
do not seem to have much affected his conduct, inclined to Calvinism, and his candidature was opposed by
Laud, who was elected by a narrow majority. He accompanied Charles to Oxford in August , when Laud
entertained the royal party, and until the civil war Pembroke entertained the king every summer at Wilton,
where he was engaged in elaborate building operations, which greatly interested Charles. The queen disliked
him, and he was generally credited with strong popular sympathies. When with the expedition against the
Scots in , he strongly recommended peace, and in was one of the commissioners appointed to negotiate a
pacification with the Scots at Ripon. In October he, with two fellow-commissioners, Holland and Salisbury,
laid before Charles at York the terms offered by the Scots and recommended their acceptance. The king
directed Pembroke to return to London and raise ,l. At the elections to the Longparliament November he used
his influence to secure the return of many popular burgesses, and in he voted against Strafford. In the summer
of he quarrelled violently with Lord Maltravers, son of the Earl of Arundel, while both were attending a
committee of the House of Lords cf. The House of Lords committed the disputants to the Tower. He was
succeeded by the Earl of Essex. Pembroke thenceforth identified himself with the parliamentary opposition.
But he was chiefly influenced by personal pique, and the flattery of his new allies doubtless carried him
further in opposition to the king than he at first intended Clarendon, Hist. Before the end of the year the
commons petitioned the king to appoint him lord steward, but the request was refused December In the same
month Pembroke was nominated a member of the committee of safety. In January he was one of the
commissioners sent by parliament to the king at Oxford with propositions for peace, and on 2 Nov. In January
he was present at the Uxbridge conferences. In April he accompanied a parliamentary deputation to the city of
London, and addressed the common council on the resolve of parliament to bring the war to a speedy issue cf.
In July the parliament nominated him lord-lieutenant of Somerset, and in a commissioner of the admiralty. In
December , when peace propositions were again under discussion, it was proposed that Pembroke should be
made a duke. A charge that he had given money to the king was investigated by the House of Lords on his
return, and was dismissed. On 27 July he was appointed by parliamentary ordinance constable of Windsor
Castle and keeper of the Great Park, and in the autumn of represented the parliament at the renewed
negotiations opened with the king at Newport. On 25 June Laud, then a prisoner in the Tower, had resigned
the chancellorship of Oxford University, and Pembroke had succeeded him. But on 7 Sept. Pinke, entreated
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Pembroke to protect the city and university from the attack of the parliamentary army, he brusquely replied
that their safety would be assured if all cavaliers were dismissed and delinquents yielded up to the parliament
Ellis, Orig. Pembroke reproached the offenders in characteristically foul language, but some delay elapsed
before he proceeded to extremities. Reynolds, a member of his own party, vice-chancellor, together with new
proctors and many new heads of houses. On 11 April he arrived at Oxford in person, and forcibly ejected those
heads of houses and prebendaries of Christ Church who had declined to obey the visitors. On the same day he
presided in convocation, when Reynolds was installed as vice-chancellor and degrees conferred. Thenceforth
the visitors met with little opposition. Pembroke himself intervened to protect Philip Henry [q. The
pamphleteers represent that all his speeches were written by his secretary, Michael Oldsworth, M. Butler,
Posthumous Works, , vol. His income, including his receipts from his offices, had often amounted to 30,l. The
earl accepted the dedication of numerous books, often in conjunction with his brother William. Pembroke
seems to have been fond of scribbling irrelevant remarks on the margins of his books. Apart from his sporting
proclivities he was devoted to painting and building. At the instigation of Charles I according to Aubrey he
rebuilt the front of Wilton House on an elaborate scale in The king recommended him to employ Inigo Jones
as his architect. According to Walpole, Pembroke quarrelled with Jones over the plans. Within the house
Pembroke placed a magnificent collection of paintings. He employed an agent, Mr. Touars, to collect works of
art on the continent at a salary of l. The ceiling of one of the rooms was painted by John de Critz [q. But
Pembroke is best known as the patron of Vandyck. In a daughter of the Earl of Berkshire lived with him as his
mistress, and caused him annoyance by suddenly running away Cal. In his last years the royalist pamphleteers
constantly made offensive references to his mistress Mrs. His first wife died in January On 1 June he married
his second wife, Anne, daughter of George Clifford, earl of Cumberland, and widow of Sackville, earl of
Dorset [see Clifford, Anne ], By his first wife he had seven sons and three daughters. Massinger addressed to
his father an elegy on his death. Philip Herbert , the fourth and eldest surviving son, became fifth Earl of
Pembroke. Like his father he sided with the parliament, was M. He was elected a member of the council of
state 1 Dec. He made his peace with Charles II at the Restoration; was appointed a councillor for trade and
navigation 7 Nov. He sold the chief books and pictures collected by his predecessors at Wilton, and died 11
Dec. The only son of the first marriage, William, who was M. The eldest son of the second marriage, Philip
Herbert , became seventh Earl of Pembroke, and his barbarous conduct made him notorious. He nearly killed a
man in a duel in November Hatton Correspondence, i. Meanwhile he killed one Nathaniel Cony in a drunken
scuffle in a Haymarket tavern 4 Feb. After being committed to the Tower, he was tried by his peers for
murder, and was convicted of manslaughter 4 April. He was, however, pardoned State Trials. Many pamphlets
described the incident, and denounced Pembroke as one who had drunk himself into insanity cf. He died on 29
Aug. He married Henrietta de Querouaille or Keroual, sister of the Duchess of Portsmouth, but had no issue,
and was succeeded by his brother Thomas as eighth earl [q.
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Unknown artist, National Portrait Gallery, London. In , at age 9, Philip was sent to study at New College,
Oxford , but left after a few months. In May , James made Philip a gentleman of the privy chamber ; he made
him a Knight of the Bath in July of the same year. James continued bestowing favours throughout , first
making Philip a gentleman of the bedchamber and then creating him Baron Herbert of Shurland and Earl of
Montgomery. In addition to hunting and hawking, during this period Montgomery regularly participated in
tournaments and court masques. In , James made him a Knight of the Garter ; and had him appointed high
steward of Oxford in When Montgomery had a prominent quarrel with Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of
Southampton , following a game of tennis between the two in , James stepped in to effect a reconciliation.
Montgomery had a second violent quarrel, this time with Lord Howard de Walden , in He was to become
notorious for violent assaults, usually unprovoked. Montgomery took a keen interest in English colonial
ventures, which were just taking off at this time, and was involved with several joint stock companies:
Montgomery became keeper of the Palace of Westminster and St. He was made Lord Lieutenant of
Buckinghamshire in Montgomery continued to be interested in colonial ventures under Charles I. He was an
incorporator of the Guiana Company in In , he received a grant of the islands of Trinidad , Tobago and
Barbados. Throughout the s, Pembroke entertained Charles I at Wilton House for a hunting expedition every
year. Charles encouraged Pembroke to rebuild Wilton House in the Palladian style, recommending Inigo Jones
for the job Salomon de Caus performed the work when Jones proved to be unavailable, while his brother,
Isaac de Caus , designed a variety of formal and informal gardens for the property. Philip Herbert, 4th Earl of
Pembroke, with his Family, painted ca. Patron of culture Pembroke was a great fan of painting and a member
of the Whitehall group. He amassed a large art collection and was patron of Anthony van Dyck. This love of
painting was shared with Charles I: Pembroke also promoted the artistic career of his page, Richard Gibson ,
who became a successful portrait miniaturist. Pembroke was also an active patron of literature, receiving the
dedication of over forty books during his lifetime, beginning with the dedication of the English edition of
Amadis de Gaula in Break with Charles I, â€” A engraving of Pembroke by Wenceslas Hollar after a painting
of Anthony van Dyck Although Pembroke and Charles bonded over their shared interest in art and
architecture, they did not see eye to eye on the question of religion. Pembroke was inclined to favour "godly
Protestantism" and was sympathetic to Puritanism. The king, however, ordered Pembroke to return to London
to begin raising funds for further war with the Scots. In , Pembroke voted in favour of the bill of attainder
against Thomas Wentworth, 1st Earl of Strafford. During this period, Charles became especially angry when
Pembroke gave encouraging words to an anti-Strafford crowd. The pretext came when Pembroke had yet
another of his violent altercations, this time striking Henry Howard, Lord Maltravers with a cane during a
committee meeting of the House of Lords. However, Pembroke was always one of the most moderate
parliamentarians. Parliament regularly employed Pembroke and the Earl of Holland during its negotiations
with Charles. Initially, Pembroke maintained contacts with Edward Hyde and professed continued loyalty to
Charles. However, he became one of five peers to sit on the English Committee of Safety , established in July ,
and in August accepted the office of Governor of the Isle of Wight from Parliament. In , Parliament named
Pembroke Lord Lieutenant of Somerset and voted to raise him to the status of duke. Pembroke represented
Parliament during the negotiations with the king at Oxford in January , and was present during the Treaty of
Uxbridge in As a supporter of the godly cause, Pembroke was appointed to the Westminster Assembly in as a
lay assessor. Pembroke supported the moderate episcopalian faction in the Assembly most associated with
James Ussher , Archbishop of Armagh , and remained fiercely opposed to the presbyterian and Independent
parties in the Assembly. As such, in the House of Lords, Pembroke voted in favour of the bill of attainder
against Archbishop Laud in , but in voted to reject a petition in favour of presbyterianism submitted by the
City of London. During the politics of the s, Pembroke was initially associated with the group of lords headed
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by William Fiennes, 1st Viscount Saye and Sele and Algernon Percy, 10th Earl of Northumberland , which
supported the Self-denying Ordinance and the creation of the New Model Army in By mid, however,
Pembroke was distancing himself from this group and became one of the most outspoken opponents of the
New Model Army, favouring its immediate disbandment. Following anti-New Model Army riots in London in
July , Pembroke refused to join the Saye-Northumberland group, who left the capital and joined the army at
this time. Pembroke, who was at the time allied with Saye, nominated Saye to replace him as high steward
when he left the post to take up the chancellorship. When royalist forces took Oxford, they removed
Pembroke, installing the marquess of Hertford in his place, but, after Parliament took Oxford, it had Pembroke
re-installed as chancellor in and ordered him to reform the university. The visitors of the university began this
work under the direction of a committee of both houses chaired by Pembroke. They ordered all university
officers to take the Solemn League and Covenant , and when the heads of houses complained, Pembroke
summoned them to the committee and berated them. In February , he installed a new vice-chancellor and
replaced many of the heads of houses, and then, in March, Parliament ordered him to take up his office in
person, so he travelled to Oxford and presided over the Convocation , thus putting an end to resistance to the
reforms. However, Pembroke, although a patron of literature, was far from a man of letters himself and thus
became the subject of bitter satires written by royalists during this period. Role in the crisis of â€”49
Pembroke believed that the king was crucial to any settlement of hostilities between king and Parliament, and
he was thus vehemently opposed to the Vote of No Addresses in â€”48, refusing to leave Wilton House where
he was attending to rebuilding in the wake of a fire to attend the debate in the House of Lords. In July ,
Pembroke voted that James Hamilton, 1st Duke of Hamilton , should be declared a traitor for leading Scottish
forces into England and also sought to have royalists who aided Hamilton declared traitors. In July , Pembroke
again attended negotiations with the king, this time pursuant to the Treaty of Newport. In the wake of the
purge, Pembroke and several of the other parliamentary commissioners negotiating at Newport sent a
deputation to Thomas Fairfax , assuring him that they continued to support the army. However, they continued
to seek a deal with the king. Thus, in late December , Pembroke joined a deputation led by Basil Feilding, 2nd
Earl of Denbigh , asking the Army Council to accept a deal whereby Charles would lose his negative voice
and agree to not attempt to restore episcopal lands which had been alienated by Parliament. Pembroke
appointed Bulstrode Whitelocke as his deputy. Pembroke refused to participate, however, though he agreed
not to speak out against executing the king. Death In May , Pembroke fell ill and spent the rest of bedridden.
He died in his chambers in Whitehall, Westminster on 23 January
9: William Herbert, The Mysterious W.H.?
Sir Anthony Van Dyck Shower Curtain by Philip Herbert th Earl of Pembroke. This shower curtain is made from %
polyester fabric and includes 12 holes at the top of the curtain for simple hanging.
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